ABSTRACT Named data networking (NDN) aims at efficient content delivery and reducing the redundancy of data transmission. In NDN, one of the most important issues is how to utilize the cached contents to reduce the user's response delay and improve the utilization of the cache resources. In this paper, an intelligent content discovery system to fully utilize the cache resources, called DENA, is proposed, which encompasses the deep exponential network-based cache announcement and cache exergy-based cache replacement algorithms. DENA provides shortcut paths for interest packets to access targeted data packets under instructions of AT (announcement table) constructed by a precision cached content announcement algorithm with low communication overhead. In the meantime, a cache replacement algorithm to assist the cache announcement is also proposed. The method uses a so-called cache exergy index to instruct the replacement of cached content. The simulation results indicate that the system improves the utilization of cache resources and the network capacity while keeping the network control traffic at a relatively low level.
I. INTRODUCTION
With rich media content emerging, traditional IP-based network architecture faces huge challenge such as low information delivery efficiency and large redundant traffic. In recent years, although some IP-based content distribution strategies [1] have been able to alleviate the content delivery pressure to a certain degree, the end-to-end communication paradigm in IP-based network architecture has not shifted. Thus, it is hard to allocate traffic or other resources efficiently to reduce the redundant traffic since accessing target contents needs the address based routing in IP network. To adapt to the shifting content-delivery paradigm, many researchers are dedicated to constructing brand new network architectures instead of patching the old ones. Informationcentric networking (ICN) is one of the recently proposed approaches to meet current content delivery demands that implements efficient content distribution, access, and sharing by selective replication and caching of data packets [2] . Of all the ICN architectures, named data networking (NDN) is the most mature and developed one. It adopts a new seven-layer architecture to replace the original IP's OSI (Open System Interconnection Reference Model) and keeps an hourglass design pattern with a content-chunks layer that substitutes the IP (Internet Protocol) layer. It adds a strategy layer and a security layer to accomplish the tasks of data packet forwarding and encryption [3] . Its human-readable string-form naming pattern can realize fast hierarchical aggregation that boosts the content-retrieval process. There are universal cache resources in NDN forwarding nodes, which can utilize the cached contents in the whole network [4] . In-network caching can reduce both the overall access delay and network load. Subsequent requests no longer need to be served directly by the content source, but can be served by a closer NDN router along the routing path [5] .
To fully exploit the in-network storage, a content discovery system needs to be designed, for which two issues should be solved. One is how to manage enormous amounts of cached contents to be utilized and make shortcut paths for interest packets to access the desired cached contents from nearby nodes in a certain scheme. The other is how the information exchange overhead can be reduced, that is, how to make cached content announcements efficiently to let the interest packets discover contents with a relatively low control message overhead.
DENA (the content discovery system that encompasse the Deep Exponential Networks based cache announcement and cache exergy based cache replacement Algorithms), which is proposed in this paper, is aimed at tackling the above two problems and realizing efficient access to cache contents through a dynamic distributed algorithm while adapting to a changing network environment and traffic trend. Note that the DENA system can be applied to other instances of ICN architectures although it is introduced and evaluated in Named Data Networking. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 summarizes the dominant algorithms involved in improving the cache resources utilization and network capacity, as well as explaining the motivation for proposing this system. Section 3 describes the details of the system design and the related principles and implementation of the algorithms. Section 4 presents the simulation design and corresponding analysis of results. Part 5 concludes the paper and presents the prospects.
II. RELATED WORK
In NDN architecture, a data plane is capable of probing data packets and shares the routing pressure of the control plane [6] . Although probing can reduce the overhead of control signaling, it is less efficient than forwarding the interest packets from a global network view [7] .
The OSPFn (Open Shortest Path First interior gateway protocol for named data networking) and NLSR (Named data Link State Routing) can both can obtain the global view and instruct the interest packet routing according to the name prefixes registered on the router's FIB (Forwarding Information Base) by the network administrator [8] . But these protocols are designed for the contents published by the content provider, not for the cached contents in the routing node.
Several ICN architectures such as PSIRP [9] and NETINF [10] manage the cached contents tables through a centralized name resolution system. However, scalability is the main problem of these schemes. Although the issue can be solved by only caching the contents with high popularity, these systems can have higher communication delay than DENA, which does not need to look up the maintained contents table when forwarding the interest packet, except for adding one extra step of Bloom filter table look-up process.
Eum et al. investigated a secondary best-effort routing mechanism named Potential Based Routing [11] to boost the availability of copies. However, it is inefficient to find the target data packets by using the potential value. The precision announcement algorithm and searching scheme proposed in DENA can provide the shortcuts for the interest packet. Saino et al. applied hash-routing techniques to ICN [12] . Hash routing is a scalable solution to manage cached contents, and the locations of content copies are decided by a hash function. However, the number of contents delivered in a real network exceeds the capacity of the in-network storage. When the network demand is changing dynamically, the hash-routing algorithm will result in a large amount of missing contents and will degrade the network performance.
Chiocchetti et al. [13] proposed a hybrid forwarding strategy that combines the flooding mechanism for cached contents and shortest-path forwarding for original contents. If the requested content is popular, flooding is used to utilize cached content while unpopular content requests are forwarded to the publisher directly. How to evaluate the popularity level can be the main problem in this kind of system. DENA only uses the flooding strategy when announced contents are missing, which occurs with low probability, so it can save a lot of communication bandwidth. Some methods [14] , [15] try to exploit only short-term content item availability in the data plane. It is inefficient to use only the ''guess'' (try probing) or defined probability to fetch the desired content. DENA filters the contents in the cache device and makes the announcement of the selected contents to the edge aggregation node by analyzing the temporal pattern of all the traffic coming through the edge node from the clients. It avoids the redundant traffic generated by the guess probing and the low efficiency issue.
Lee et al. [16] proposes the SCAN scheme, in which, when the interest packet is forwarded to the content source, the node sends the probing packet to explore the nearby cache resources. However, SCAN needs a convergence time to get a global view of the cached contents in one part of the network, and with the number of aggregated name prefixes increasing to a certain extent, the interest packet has a high probability of missing the target data packet according to the CIB's (Cache Information Base) indicated forwarding port. To tackle this issue, DENA uses a cache exergy based cache-replacement scheme coupled with the content announcement algorithm to reduce the redundant data traffic due to cached contents' expiration and improve the utilization of cache resources with a low message exchange overhead.
III. MODEL AND ALGORITHM DESIGN
In the design of NDN, there are Interest Packet and Data Packet in the network. Clients send interest packet and fetch the corresponding data packet back. And there are three data structures that are Content Store (CS), Pending Interest Table (PIT) and Forwarding Information Base (FIB) in any forwarding node. CS caches data packets with certain strategy and serve the other subsequent interest packets for same content. PIT will record the port that the interest packets come from. When the responding data packets are sent back, the recording items will be removed. PIT has a special function called aggregation. When the interest packets for the same content arrive at the forwarding node again, the node does not have to record a new item. And just add the port that the new interest packets come from, which avoid multiple repeated transmissions of the same data packets. FIB that is utilized for routing records the port for certain content names [17] . The system is illustrated in Figure 1 . The rounded square represents an autonomous system (AS) or a network area covered by one base station or packet data network gateway. The larger ellipses represent the edge aggregation routing (Ar) nodes. Their main function is to collect the interest packets coming from the corresponding AS and forward them to other ASs or core networks. The smaller-sized circles represent the normal routing (Nr) nodes. The diamond represents the network management (NM) node. If we use concept of the SDN (Software Defined Networking) to improve the network performance of NDN in certain part of network area, then the controller in SDN can function as the NM node. The NM node is responsible for collecting traffic data and constructing the algorithm model as well as distributing the strategies to the forwarding node. The data collected by the NM node are mainly the name prefixes of various interest packets, which are the training data for constructing the deep belief network (DBN)-based model. The temporal distribution within the interest packets coming to the Ar node from the Ar's AS can represent the user's demand for network contents. Meanwhile, the bottleneck of optimizing the response time resides in the edge network. Therefore, the distributions in the contents of users' demand in the traffic are selected as the objects of analysis in this paper.
The links in Figure1 are used either for distributing the model parameters and the corresponding strategy or for data transmission.
The core concept of the announcement algorithm in DENA is to find the most needed cached content for the interest packets coming to the Ar nodes and provide short cut paths for the interest packets accessing the target contents. DENA system workflow can be summarized as follows:
• DENA first applies the topic vector similarity based content filtering method to obtain the contents that are most likely to be requested in the forwarding nodes, announce them to the Ar nodes, and construct the shortcut paths for interest packets.
• DENA then uses a cache exergy based cache replacement algorithm coupled with the announcement scheme to solve the problem of expiration of the announced contents, improve the utilization of cache resources, and raise the cache hits ratio. Before we give the details of the whole algorithm system, we define the topology G = (V, E), with V the vertices and E the edges, that is, the links. We define a time window as the basic data collection time unit. S t i stands for the name prefix set extracted from interest packets coming to the i-th Ar node in the t-th time window. The total name prefix set ever coming to the i-th Ar node is called S i . S topo is the name prefix set extracted from the whole network domain. The above sets increase as new content is added. V Ar stands for the Ar node set and V Ar,adj stands for the set of nodes that are adjacent to the i-th Ar node. The cache announcement algorithms can be described using Figure 2 . The content 1, 2, . . . means the cached contents in the corresponding Nr nodes. The number on the arrow line indicates the metric or hop count from the connected Nr node to the Ar node.
• Firstly, extract the topic vector from each Ar node and each cached content that will be described in Section 3.A;
• Secondly, find the required cached content for each Ar node using similarity comparison among the topic feature vectors extracted in step 1, for example, content 3 to Ar 3 or content 5 to Ar 4, which will be discussed in Section 3.B.1;
• Thirdly, Construct the shortcut paths for interest packets to access the target cached content by announcing the cached contents according to the correspondence found in step 2, for example, by announcing content 3 in Nr 1 to Ar 3 in Bloom filter compression format, which is discussed in Sections 3.B.2 and 3.B.4;
• Fourthly, Forward the interest packet according to the minimum forwarding cost rule under the instructions of FIB and shortcut paths constructed in step 3; for example, interest packets from Ar 3 for content 3 will be forwarded to Nr 1 rather than Nr 2. This will be described further in Section 3.B.3.
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The details of the processes introduced above are presented in the following sections.
A. TOPIC VECTOR EXTRACTION PROCESS
The major difference between an IP network and NDN is that NDN applies the name prefix as the forwarding identifier. The name prefix is created in a hierarchical way that generally includes the publisher ID, content type, router ID, the specific name of the indicated content, the chunk ID, and some other meta-information such as the nonce and so on. The most valuable information contained in the name prefix is the content name, which can be used in semantic or topic analysis.
Since the content name in the name prefix is humanreadable, the name prefixes belonging to different contents can be categorized into several groups according to the manmade rule [18] . However, this classification method has two issues: first, man-made categories do not apply to all the contents, leading to poor generalization, and second, man-made mappings cost too much with poor scalability. Thus DENA applies the unsupervised Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) based model to perform the classification task so as to obtain the topic vector. After modeling, contents with similar semantic meanings will stay close to one another in the feature space and can be grouped more easily into the same category [19] .
1) INTEREST PACKET PREPROCESSING
The content name is mainly composed of English words. In the NDN, no matter whether the content requested by the user is a video or webpage, the specific content name of one name prefix definitely contains the key words that can express the theme. For instance, there is one name prefix ''/pub1/rt1/Kobe_retirement_ceremony_in_nba_ allstar.mpeg/002'' that contains key words like ''Kobe'', ''retire'', ''ceremony'', ''nba'', ''all-star'', ''mpeg'', and so on. Different key words correspond to different semantic meanings. So, before classifying the contents, preprocessing of the name prefix must be done.
RegEx can filter out the irrelevant components. After the filtering, separator symbols (like hyphens, underscores, etc.), stop words, and auxiliary words can also be removed from the main component containing the key words of the contents. Finally, a set of words that is of great importance to the topic vector of contents can be obtained.
Next, what should be done is lemmatization, which maps multiple words to the same term since they can reduce the total number of distinct terms in a document or a query, which will, in turn, reduce the processing time of the final output and improve the recall.
There are various methods of lemmatization [20] . The Wordnet-based lemmatization method will be applied since its computational cost is low and it has high accuracy [21] . It is noted that, since the frequency of change of content popularity is slower than the frequency of cache replacement [22] , to reduce the computational cost of the NM node, only the contents with high popularity will be processed according to the procedure described above. This design can solve the scalability problems of centralized systems since the amount of analyzed data do not increase as the network expands. This will also efficiently reduce the response delay and improve the network capacity.
After the preprocessing procedure, each name prefix can be expressed as a set of words. The union of word sets of all the considered name prefixes is called a dictionary collection, labelled Dic. All the words in Dic are arranged sequentially and every word is assigned an index. Then the name prefix can be represented as a word count vector, [n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , . . . ] and n k is the number of k-th word contained in this name prefix. If there are none, it is set as zero. The dimension of the topic vectors for each content and Ar node is decided by the Dic size. The word count vector representing each Ar node in a time window (labelled as VD t i ) can be obtained by addition of word count vectors from name prefixes coming to the Ar node. Note that the above data structures are only stored in the NM node that is usually equipped with advanced servers in the computation center and the storage needs does not constrain the performance of the proposed system.
To express the temporal pattern of variation in topics, the historical information can be sequentially modelled using time series models. For brevity, the historical data can be simply merged as below. We define a time slot that contains N slot time windows. Thus the set t∈¸T s ζ t VD t i , iV aggr is the word count matrix to which all the Ar nodes correspond in a time slot in a certain NM node management domain. T s is the set of time window indices contained in the s-th time slot and ζ t is the weight coefficient. This matrix can be used for constructing a topic vector model representing the Ar nodes. Note that, for convenience, only the word count vector in a time window is considered in the following model description.
2) RBM-BASED TOPIC EXTRACTION METHOD
As the corresponding VDs representing each Ar node and content are obtained, the topic similarity value can be computed using the cosine distance between their VD vectors, which can be utilized for filtering the cache contents. However, the computational cost is huge if the word count vector is applied in the computation, and also the uncorrelated word count vector cannot express the impact of each candidate word on the topic feature, that is, the probability expression P(z|w), where z is the topic feature vector and w represents the word vector. Therefore, it cannot compute the topic vector probability distribution to which each name prefix corresponds. The probability expression mentioned above can only be expressed by the topic modelling methods instead of a common probability distribution.
Directed [23] , [24] and undirected graph methods [19] , [25] can be used in topic modelling. However, undirected graph methods have a faster inference method that only involves a single matrix multiplication followed by a component-wise sigmoid non-linearity, and they typically perform better than directed ones in terms of document retrieval. Therefore, the variant model of the RBM will be applied in the topic vector extraction process.
a: COLLABORATIVE SINGLE-LAYER RBM
RBM is a statistical mechanics based energy model that can express the complex internal probability distribution of the input data. The RBM-based topic vector extraction method can mine the relations among the words and topics as well as the difference in the topic vectors of all the Ar nodes. The encoded dense latent representations make the relevant contents or Ar nodes reside close to one another in Euclidean space, which can help select contents needed by Ar nodes with the highest probability. Meanwhile, applying the RBM to the word count vector can filter out noisy information like dimension reduction and decrease the comparison computational cost. The single RBM proposed in DENA is as below: h stands for the activation vector of hidden units, v stands for the activation vector of the visible units, and W is the weight matrix between the visible and hidden units. The bias vectors for hidden and visible units are omitted for simplification. One RBM corresponds to one Ar node. The RBMs of all the Ar nodes constitute the collaborative RBM model. For convenience, only one RBM in the collaborative topic extraction model is considered for the description of the rest of the model. The energy function of each RBM can be defined as follows:
where
of all the extracted words from the name prefixes of interest packets coming to the Ar node. After derivation using the previous energy function, the posterior probability expression for visible units is
Ps[n, λ] denotes the Poisson probability, λ is the average number of events per interval, and n is the number of referenced events. The conditional probability distribution over the topic features represented by the hidden units is a
Bernoulli distribution, of which the extension is a sigmoid function in a real number field as below:
where σ is the sigmoid function. In text mining, as the number of hidden units increases, the retrieval accuracy improves. Meanwhile, the training and inference overhead can be raised as well. Thus, it is important to choose a relatively modest number of hidden units
b: DEEP ARCHITECTURE TO RAISE THE ACCURACY
While stacking several RBM structures together, a model called a DBN with better performance can be obtained. This model can be trained by the so-called layer-wise unsupervised pre-training mechanism proposed by Hinton et al. [26] . A DBN represents the raw dataset projected from the original feature space into a learned feature space layer by layer in the training process. In each layer, the unsupervised training may provide a kind of regularization of the data set and minimize the variance between the dataset distribution and the model distribution. This greedy, layer-by-layer training can be repeated several times to learn a deep, hierarchical model in which each layer of features captures strong highorder correlations between the activities of features in the layer below. It is proven that the DBN can raise the lower boundary of the training dataset while keeping the feature dimension unchanged and the latent representations of the topmost hidden layer can express the topic relations among the input data well. To suppress noise in the learning signal, we use the realvalued activation probabilities for the visible units of all the higher-level RBMs. However, to prevent hidden units from transmitting more than one bit of information from the input data to input data's reconstruction, the pre-training always uses stochastic binary values for the hidden units. 
Here,b and c are the bias vector for the hidden units and the visible units respectively. W is a weight matrix. The superscripted l indicates the l-th layer parameters. The posterior probability distribution applies the sigmoid activation function.
3) TF-IDF IMPROVEMENT
TF-IDF is an important text vectoring method that encompasses a TF part and an IDF part [27] . However, it has two drawbacks: first, it computes the document similarity directly in the word-count space, which can be slow for large vocabularies, and second, it assumes that the counts of different words provide independent evidence of similarity. It makes no use of semantic similarities between words; for example, it cannot determine the similarity between ''alphaGo wins'' and ''Lee Sedol loses'', which contribute to the same topic meaning in one name prefix. However, TF-IDF weighs the relative importance of various candidate words for its additive IDF part, which can lead to higher retrieval accuracy. Therefore, the word count vector fed to the collaborative DBNs will be processed by TF-IDF first. The TF value can be easily computed according to the normalization. However, due to the probing and the multicast scheme in NDN, the IDF value computed according to the above principle lacks expressiveness. To tackle this issue, a new TF-IDF expression used in DENA is given here:
where Attr Np,t i is the Attraction Index (AI) of the i-th Ar node in the t-th time window. N Np,t i is the count of word Np (The symbol ''Np'' indicates one specific word). δ Np is set non-zero to avoid the denominator becoming zero. The AI value can also be normalized and averaged in the time field. Note that the TF-IDF vector of certain cached content can be obtained by keeping the TF part and setting the IDF as 1. This is proved to be rational in the later experiment.
Since the input data are a real-valued AIs, the visible units of the first layer RBM apply the Gaussian units. The corresponding energy function is expressed as:
The parameter definitions are as described previously. Because the Gaussian unit gives rise to a purely linear transformation, to keep the non-linearity of the RBM, the hidden units of the first layer RBM apply the sigmoid function.
In the process of data reconstruction, the posterior probability distribution over the visible units is as follows:
4) MODEL TRAINING METHOD
The parameter inference of the topic extraction model involves a bottom-up layer-wise pre-training stage and a fine-tuning stage after unrolling the deep architecture.
a: PRE-TRAINING
In the pre-training stage, the RBM's parameters in each layer are obtained layer-wise according to the order from bottom to top. The training objective of every RBM structure is to minimize the free energy difference or maximize the prior probabilities of the training data, which can be obtained by minimizing the distance between the training data distribution and the distribution assigned by the RBM model, that is, the KL (Kullback-Leibler) divergence.
The parameter estimation in the pre-training stage can be obtained by Contrastive Divergence, which was proposed by Hinton [28] . The Poisson and Gaussian based activation units' parameters in DENA can be estimated by it, too. For brevity, the details of it will not be covered here.
After the lower layer of the RBM has been trained completely, we use the input data of this RBM layer combined with the trained parameters (b, c, W) to generate hidden activation states that will be used as input data for the next RBM layer. Thus through layer-wise training [26] , all the parameters in the model can be obtained.
b: FINE-TUNING
After the pre-training, the deep architecture used in DENA can be unrolled into a deep autoencoder as shown in Figure 4 . The deep autoencoder applies the real-valued probability to replace the binary vector sampled. Meanwhile the parameters of the pre-trained model are adjusted by minimizing the error between the mean field value obtained in the last layer of the deep autoencoder and training data. The fine-tuning stage uses a cross-entropy error function and makes the topic vector of the topic extraction model work much better for the task of content filtering. It should be noted that the various parameters of the RBM-based topic extraction model to which each Ar node corresponds are tied together, respectively. When updating, the mean value of the gradients among all the RBM-based deep architectures will be the ultimate updating value. Since the visible units of the collaborative deep architecture are Gaussian units that are in an exponential family, the ultimate topic vector extraction model can be called Deep Exponential Network (DEN) .
B. CONTENT DISCOVERY SCHEME 1) CONTENT FILTERING After the parameters of the deep exponential network have been determined, the NM node distributes the parameters and encoded hidden topic vectors of the Ar nodes to all the nodes in its network management domain. The nodes, including Ar and Nr nodes, can compute the topic similarity between Ar nodes and the contents cached in the storage space so as to filter the contents. Note that the topic feature vector for the name prefix of certain content can be obtained by inputting the AI of its preprocessed name prefix into the model trained above.
DENA applies the Pearson correlation coefficient as the similarity comparison index because of its data smoothing ability and high accuracy.
Meanwhile, to speed up the computation process, the k-d index tree can be applied on looking up the encoded topic vector of Ar nodes. The nodes in one NM node's domain update the k-d tree after a fixed interval.
2) SHORTCUT CONSTRUCTION
After obtaining the target Ar nodes for each cached content in the cache space, the forwarding node queries the NM node for the target Ar node's location information in name prefix format.
The announced content and Ar node's location will be put into the special payload data packet. To be compatible with a pulling-based NDN forwarding scheme, the payload packet can be obtained by the NM node scheduling the Ar nodes to send content discovery interest packets to the cache nodes. The management field ID and timestamps are simply put into the interest packet so as to avoid payload packets from another network management field being sent back to it. When the Nr nodes receive the payload packets, firstly the packet is copied and sent to the designated port to avoid impacting the instantaneity of content announcement. Then the bit arrays and metrics are unpacked and the union of the previous bit array and the bit array in the Announcement Table ( AT, which has a structure like that shown in Table 1 ) with the same forwarding port and metric is taken as the new bit array in that slot. Note that the metric to which each bit array corresponds defaults to 1 and augments by 1 when the announcement data packet passes by one forwarding node.
The AT, which can speed up the process of the interest packet accessing the content, is used to record the BF (Bloom Filter) compressed hash binary vector of the name prefix sent to it, the forwarding port that can help interest packets access the cache contents and the metric that forwarding would cost. There are two reasons why the information should be compressed by BF: first, to reduce the control message communication overhead, and second, to reduce the query overhead due to its compact structure.
3) BLOOM FILTER
The Bloom filter data structure is applied to improve the efficiency of interest packet forwarding and reduce the communication overhead [29] . It uses multiple hash functions to map the strings to a binary vector which has a lower overhead compared to a Trie. The hash functions [30] applied by BF have multiple variants such as MD5, SHA1, Google's City Hash, and so on. DENA applies the City Hash to avoid hash collision incurred by simple hash functions like MOD and the great computational overhead. There is a counter tied to each bit of one binary vector [31] .
Meanwhile, the number of bits in a binary vector needs to be reasonable since a small number of bits will increase the probability of false positives while a large number will cost too much memory and bandwidth. The number is assumed to be larger than the product of the number of name prefixes and the number of hash functions.
In certain case where the binary vectors with the same forwarding port and metric need to be merged, the merger cannot result in exceeding the maximum fill ratio. If it does, then the two vectors should not be merged, and both BF tables should be looked up in parallel.
4) INTEREST PACKET FORWARDING ALGORITHM
The lookup and forwarding algorithms used when the interest packet arrives in the network domain in which the DENA system is deployed are as follows:
• Firstly, look up the content store that caches the content chunks. If the contents exist, send the data packet back following the PIT.
• If the requested content is not cached in the CS, then look up both the FIB and the AT for the metrics in an asynchronous way. Compare the metrics obtained from the two tables. If the first metric is smaller, forward the interest packet to the port indicated by FIB; If the first metric minus the second metric is larger than a threshold ρ, then only forward the interest packet to the port indicated by AT; else forward it to both ports. If the node ID that one port points to is smaller than the other one, then forward the interest packet to the first port (here it is assumed that the smaller the node ID, the closer to the edge of the network that node is), which can alleviate the core network payload. The algorithm makes sure the forwarding port choice is always based on the smallest metric rule. For simplicity, the metric is measured by hop counts. However, it can be estimated by the data packet transmission delay, as below:
where κ is the smoothing parameter, delay t−1 is the link delay measured in the last time window, and delay his is the average link delay in the history. This measurement information is stored in the requesting node. All the messages above in the forwarding node are obtained by legitimate certificate. Actually, some other factors should be considered in the forwarding process, such as the real-time link state or the requested node CPU load, which are all ignored in later experiment for simplicity. There is another scheme design whereby a flooding strategy will be executed when the metric indicated by the AT is equal to 0 and the interest packet still misses the target contents. This procedure works under the assumption that the network has the flow affinity whereby all the chunks of one specific content can normally be obtained from one node or nearby nodes. The reason for the flow affinity formation is to reduce amount of scanning overhead [32] .
C. CACHE EXERGY BASED CACHE REPLACEMENT ALGORITHM
The content announcement can lead to fast content discovery. However, until now there has been no cache replacement strategy with excellent performance coupled with a content discovery scheme, which results in frequent replacement of the cached contents and low utilization. Thus, a rational cache replacement strategy is proposed, to be coupled with the contents announcement algorithm previously described.
The most commonly used replacement strategy is the activity or popularity based strategy. Popularity is a global measurement while activity is a local measurement [33] . Activity can be simply defined as below:
where Freq his and Freq last are the frequencies at which the interest packets arrive in the history and in the last time window respectively and α dec is the decay rate. The two measurements evaluate the cache resources in different ways. But neither of them can give a precise evaluation of the contents in the cache. Thus, how to evaluate the importance of cached content in the network context should be reconsidered. Exergy is a parameter that evaluates the energy quality, which is defined as the maximum useful work in certain energy [34] . The exergy in 1 J of electric energy is larger than 1 J of heat energy because the work output of the former is larger than that of the latter. The contents in the cache space differ in quality. Content with high quality is requested with higher frequency in the observation time and can improve more network capacity (the work output in thermodynamics corresponds to the network capacity in network communication). The heat exergy is defined as below:
where dEx is the unit exergy while dQ is the unit heat, and 
where the subscripted c stands for a specific content, t for the t-th time window, i for the i-th Ar node, and j for the adjacent nodes close to the referenced node. Ps t c is the requested probability for content c in the t-th time window, for which the expression is similar to that for the content activity. Pp c is the content popularity.
When the first and second parts of the equation 12 separated by the multiplication sign are both considered respectively as a whole, then the cache exergy equation is like the energy exergy one with the same form:
The latter part is called the energy term while the former is called the proportion term. In the energy term of the cache exergy, Nr t c,i is the real-valued estimated number of times at which the content c is announced to the i-th Ar node in the past. This parameter can increase the probability of success of announcement and keep the contents in the cache storage stable. W t c,i is the number of chunks of content c in node i. Hc t c,i is the hop count between the node i and the referenced node. If there is no announcement with content c, then Nr and Hc are both set as 0. The plus 1 signs of three different places in equation 12 are to avoid the value being 0. Bp t i is the average percentage of bandwidth occupation in the first link from the referenced cache node to the target i-th Ar node. The parameter can be estimated by the traffic going through that link. The rational assumption that lies in the proposed cache replacement algorithm is that the cached content that has the most similar topic pattern to the topic pattern of a certain Ar node is most likely to be accessed by interest packets from that Ar node. Thus the announced cached content should stay longer.
To speed up the computation, it is necessity to maintain the exergy table of cached contents with high activity and popularity at fixed length and to update the measurement parameter periodically. Then, when a not-cached data packet arrives at the node, the cache exergy value is simply compared to remove content chunks with the minimum value.
The proposed distributed cache replacement algorithm does not involve any extra communication overhead between nodes. If the cache exergy values are transmitted among the cache nodes by NM node scheduling, then a global cache placement algorithm that decides in which node to cache the data packets can be presented. This global cache placement algorithm can avoid cache redundancy but only with the drawback that the communication overhead is relatively large. Another global cache placement algorithm can help determine whether to cache contents based on the probability normalized among the cache contents' exergy value.
This cannot be as efficient as the previous global method but does reduce the overhead to some extent.
If the announced contents are removed from the original node in one cycle, then a content expiration announcement packet that contains the BF compressed name prefixes of the expired contents is sent to the Ar node that previously received the announcement. A time code is added to verify whether it is in the same announcement period. This method has high accuracy and reduces the time communication overhead. Since the cache exergy based cache replacement strategy keeps the cached contents stable, the control message traffic incurred by the expiration announcement will be low.
D. PACKET PROCESSING COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The DENA system includes four computation-cost processes that are preparation of AT construction (Section 3.A), AT construction (3.B.1, 3.B.2 and 3.B. 3), table lookup in the process of interest packet forwarding (3.B.4) and the computation of cache replacement strategy respectively. The whole processes of AT construction need the communication overhead between the NM nodes and their own managed routing nodes and the computation power cost in NM nodes and Ar nodes. The communication and computation process described above runs periodically, which does not intervene the interest packet forwarding and data packet responding process. The computation of cache replacement strategy involves statistics collected in the last time window and only cost the NM node computation power and bring about communication in the dedicated channel between NM nodes and their managed routing nodes, which does not have any intervention in the forwarding and responding as well. The control traffic brought about through sending the binary bits in BF format to the Ar nodes is relatively low and the following experiments will show the comparison results. The only extra overhead introduced by DENA compared to conventional NDN is the AT lookup process before deciding the interest packet forwarding port. Since FIB lookups and AT lookups are executed in parallel and BF has relatively low overhead compared to other table lookup algorithms, the table lookup overhead in DENA can be neglected.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENT PREPARATION
Since NDN is rarely deployed in real networks and the content variety is small, it is irrational to apply the DENA in an NDN test bed network to evaluate the performance. Consider that for the network application layer, content delivery in the NDN and IP network are nearly the same to the network users. Thus, the experimental data in this paper are extracted from the IP networks and transformed into the NDN data format. The data are collected from the data center servers of six base stations managed by operators. The transformation process can be described as below:
• Firstly, collect seven days of query logs from the search engine (mainly from Baidu, Yahoo, So.com) in the six base stations, considering that key words from the search engine input text can reflect the intention of users' requests and that the transformation from key words to the name prefix of packets in NDN is smooth.
• Extract the keywords in the search query by using deep packet inspection and RegEx. The search keywords appear normally after certain character combination (e.g. 'wd=' in Baidu search or 'q=' in So.com).
• Map the encoding of Chinese characters to English characters.
• Pick up a set of query logs randomly and keep their timestamps.
• Downscale all the timestamps in the same proportion, since the frequency of user requests is higher than the frequency of users querying the search engine.
• Create the name prefix of the interest packets according to the query logs preprocessed before. Connect the English words in a query log using underscores.
• Create the corresponding data packets and choose the number of chunks randomly from 500 to 10000. Finally, all the content chunks of each data packet are stored in the data sink of the content provider. The experiment uses NDNSIM as the simulation environment and Python-based packages such as Theano, Numpy, and Scikit-learn as the base code library for algorithm computation. All the parameters and the strategy are distributed to the virtual forwarding node using the Python bindings provided by NDNSIM.
The deep exponential network topic extraction model's convergence decision is limited by the maximum training epochs in case time cost is high.
The update cycle of the parameters in a deep neural network is a time window. After a time window, the model will be trained using online gradient descent. The filtered contents and announcement will be refreshed and scheduled again. The time window is set to be 15 seconds. For brevity, the candidate words in Dic are all determined in advance. The caching delay is neglected.
The topology is created using NetworkX and transformed into the file format that NDNSIM topology reader can read. Figure 5 (a) and 5(b) show two topologies that are the smaller topology for most of the performance evaluation and larger topology generated from Rocketfuel Exodus topology with 6 extra Ar nodes (larger red circle) and 3 extra content sink nodes (magenta square) added. Note that only Figure6(e) are generated using the Figure5(b) in order to verify the performance of DENA in practical network topology and other figures are generated using smaller topology of Figure 5(a) . In both topologies, the larger red circles represent six Ar nodes. The transformed interest packets come to this network from the six Ar nodes. The square represents the content sinks that provides all the data packets that clients need. Other smaller blue circles represent the Nr nodes. The hardware platform that the simulation runs in is ThinkStation P710 with two Xeon E5-2620 V4 CPU, four 8GB RDIMM DDR4-2400 ECC and one TITAN X GPU. The Ubuntu 14.04 LTS is pre-installed. 
B. DENA SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In Figure 6 (a), DENA is compared with SCAN, PROBCACHE and NDN with regard to relative average latency, which is based on the average latency of NDN. The results are obtained by running the experiment 10 times.
The SCAN is implemented according to the settings in [16] . Although the performance with SCAN-ch is better than that with SCAN [16] , the chunks-based strategy introduces too much control message overhead, which can be huge burden in a real network. NDN applies the Least Recently Used (LRU) cache replacement strategy and the forwarding and routing scheme follows the description in [4] . PROBCACHE is implemented per the descriptions from [35] DENA applies the contents expiration announcement method proposed in this paper instead of the information decay proposed in SCAN.
From Figure 6 (a), it can be seen that the latencies of SCAN, DENA and PROBCACHE are all shorter than that of NDN, while DENA performs a little better than SCAN. This phenomenon occurs because the content announcement scheme in SCAN is like flooding without traffic pattern analysis, resulting in the redundant announcement. Meanwhile, because the number of announced contents is huge, SCAN is unable to handle the content expiration problems well. What is more, the information decay is prone to increasing the probability of forwarding failure. However, for DENA, the announced cached contents are most likely to be requested among the cached resources. Thus interest packets in DENA can obtain the targeted cached contents via the shortcut path provided by the AT in an efficient way. Furthermore, the cached contents are directly announced to the Ar node, while SCAN announcement has a depth limitation, which degrades the performance of SCAN. Since PROBCACHE can only utilize the on-path cached contents and its cache decision is based on network topology information (e.g. TimesIn and CacheWeight factors) instead of analyzing the content distribution in the network, DENA performs better than it in reducing the network latency.
From Figure 6 (c), it can be seen that the control message traffic in DENA is smaller than that in SCAN. It is proved that the expiration announcements applied in DENA do not lead to a large control traffic overhead. Although the reduction in control traffic depends on the increase of the computation overhead, raising the computation power costs much less than the communication capacity under Moore's law. Meanwhile, the increase in the communication overhead is equal to the average node degrees multiplied by the number of nodes multiplied by the increase in the number of contents in SCAN, while DENA can keep the communication overhead under control. Hence, DENA has an advantage over SCAN when deployed in a real network environment. The control traffic incurred in NDN is mainly composed of control message packets in a NACK scheme and name prefix registration messages [36] . Note that we take the bits of the Time Since Inception field and Time Since Birth field as the control traffic in PROBCACHE. Figure 6 (b) shows the contrast analysis diagram of the cache hits ratio and cache usage ratio. The cache usage ratio (which measures the stability of the cache resources) is defined as the total packets size obtained from the cache device in the network divided by the total cache space occupied by the contents that have been cached. The cache hits ratio (which measures the performance of the cache strategy) is simply defined as dividing the cache hit count by the total number of interest packets coming to this network. Since the NDN cache strategy LRU ranks the contents by activity, it has better performance in network environment filled with many popular contents. But if the request mode is abrupt and periodic, then the cache resources replacement becomes unstable. From Figure 6 (b), it can be seen that the hits ratio and usage ratio in the NDN cache resources are both low. Although the SCAN design two-stage cache space, called the protected space to store announced content and temporary space where other contents arranged according to the LRU strategy, the strategy that is not target oriented results in poorer cache stability than that of DENA.
Since SCAN does not filter contents, which leads to the announced contents not matching the user's request pattern, the universality of contents in SCAN easily incurs forwarding failure. Thus, interest packets in SCAN have a lower cache hits ratio than in DENA and the cache usage ratio of SCAN is also lower than DENA. The phenomenon that PROBCACHE has a higher cache usage ratio and a lower cache hits ratio than SCAN can be explained as follows. The rapid cache announcement in SCAN makes the cache resources unstable. Although the cache announcement can have the off-path cached contents utilized, which increases the cache hits ratio, the cache replacement occurs too frequently, which makes a lower cache usage ratio. Figure 6 (d) gives the total traffic curve with the time varying. Total traffic only depends on the data packets coming through each link, since interest packet size is normally ignored. The figure only shows the experimental data from 6 to 102 min, with a sampling period of 3 min. From Figure 6 (d), it can be seen that the NDN contributes the largest traffic because probing is prone to redundant traffic and a poor cache strategy. Consequently, interest packets obtain contents from the server. The traffic generated by SCAN is larger than that generated by DENA, since SCAN has a probing procedure with varied scanning depth and the DENA announcement is performed in precision style; moreover, most forwarding in DENA follows the best path rule. Thus, DENA's performance is better than that of SCAN. Certainly, the improvement is based on costing extra computation power in NM nodes. The implicit-cooperative cache strategy PROBCACHE that takes the least computation power among DENA, SCAN and itself contributes the largest traffic, because it only utilizes the on-path cache resources and cache placement decision depends only on network topology information, which results in the interest packets prone to accessing the target data packets via the far end server. VOLUME 4, 2016 Figure 6 (e) gives the cache hits ratio, cache usage ratio and latency of the four network systems in the complex topology as Figure 5(b) . The cache size in each nodes is the same as that in the simulation of smaller topology. The results for this simulation are almost identical with the ones in smaller topology. DENA has the best performance among all four network systems. The only difference is that the four network systems have relatively higher cache hits ratio and lower cache usage ratio. This results from the fact that larger network topology has more cache spaces than smaller topology and interest packets can access the desired contents more often in the cache storage of routing nodes other than servers. Meanwhile, there are more cache resources that cannot be fully utilized, which decreases the cache usage ratio.
C. COMPARISON OF TOPIC EXTRACTION METHODS
Other topic vector extraction methods like stochastic SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) and LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) are compared in this section. Both methods extract the semantic meaning for text retrieval rather than individually weighted words. The stochastic SVD method is detailed below:
Mat V aggr ,Dic is the collected traffic data matrix in one time window and can be decomposed as follows:
F m is the latent semantic feature that corresponds to the topic feature vector in an RBM-based deep exponential network model, and m is the number of topics or the dimension of the topic vector. 
F stands for the Frobenius norms, and the initial parameters are set by a normal distribution of zero mean and 0.01 deviation. It is the stochastic gradient descent that can obtain the convergence model parameters, that is, the matrices V and S.
The directed graph based topic modelling method has multiple variants [37] , [38] . The LDA used in this experiment follows the conventional model and parameter estimation method [23] , [39] . The other settings follow DENA, except for the topic extraction part. And the content discovery system that uses LDA based topic extraction method is called LDAA while the content discovery system that uses SVD based topic extraction method is called SVDA. From Figure 7 (a) it can be seen that the, DENA, SVDA and LDAA all perform better than NDN without cached contents announcement. An energy cost comparison between DENA and pure NDN will be a very interesting research topic and will be investigated in future research.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) also show that DENA performs better than SVDA and LDAA in terms of both cache hit ratio and relative hop count, which is due to the higher accuracy of deep models compared to shallow models.
In the experiment, when shortening the announcement cycle that is equal to be one time window, the three topic vector extraction algorithms have almost the same performance, and as shortening continues, the performance of DENA is even worse than those of the other two. This is because the announcement cycle is shorter than the computation period of the whole algorithm system, which can affect the accuracy of the cached contents announcement. This phenomenon is also reflected in Figure 7 (c), which gives the performance analysis diagram for RBM-based deep exponential networks with different hidden layers and different hidden units in DENA. The announcement period length is on the horizontal axis and topology 1 has (100, 500, 2000, 4000) units from the topmost hidden layer to the bottom visible layer applied by DENA. Topologies 2 and 3 correspond to (100, 500, 500, 2000, 2000, 4000) and (200, 1000, 4000, 4000), respectively.
The more layers and hidden units the model has, the better its performance. But it requires yet more computation power. The size of the increase in performance is much smaller than the size of the increase in computation cost. Hence, the selection of a topology depends on the network performance demand and the available computation power. From Figure 7 (c), it can be seen that, with the shrinking of the announcement period, the performance of topology 2 starts to deteriorate first and the speed of deterioration of topology 1 is the slowest. This is because the announcement period is too short for DENA to complete one cycle, which affects the accuracy and efficiency of the announcement. Since the announcement still exists, DENA with three topologies has better performance than NDN, no matter how short the announcement period is.
D. COMPARISON OF DENA VARIANTS
In the previous preprocessing, the name prefix is decomposed into individual words that constitute the unigram vector. Since the phrases have more semantic meaning than words, a bigram-based model (DENA with Bigram) is compared with DENA.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) give the performance of varied undirected graph models with the announcement period on the horizontal axis. Note that the period is larger than the maximum computation cycle of any model. From both figures, it can be seen that, as the announcement period increases, the cache hits ratio and average latency both decline, which is also shown in Figure 7 (c). On one hand, this is because the announcement timeliness weakens with increasing period and some contents in the AT are deleted due to expiration. On the other hand, the efficiency of the announcement decreases because the temporal pattern of user's content demands diverges from the predictive pattern of the last computation results, which reduces the requested probability of announced cached contents a little.
Also, DENA with the TF-IDF processed AI as input is better than DPNA without TF-IDF. DENA with bigram shows no difference in performance from DENA with unigram since there is no complex semantic relevance among the name prefixes because the query key words are mostly short. Lastly, the experimental results indicate that DENA with RLHU has no performance advantage over sigmoid units, although RLHU has low computational complexity and better performance in image recognition. Figure 9 shows the performance evaluation of DENA with different cache strategies. LFU and LRU stand for Least VOLUME 4, 2016 Frequently Used and Least Recently Used, respectively. The random strategy evicts the contents randomly. The threshold mentioned in Section 3.2 is on the horizontal axis.
E. CACHE STRATEGY ANALYSIS
From the figure, it can be seen that the cache exergy based replacement algorithm has better performance than LFU and LRU for both the cache hit ratio and the cache usage ratio. LFU and LRU only consider the local distribution pattern of contents demand. But the cache exergy based replacement not only considers more network contexts but also decreases the replacement frequency. Hence it has better performance.
It can also be seen from the figure that the performance of DENA with Cache Exergy degrades slightly as ρ increases from 1 to 3, which proves that forwarding by AT instruction is more efficient than the original FIB. The performance of DENA with LFU, LRU and RANDOM both improves since the three cache algorithms do not consider the weight of contents recorded in AT and this makes the content discovery scheme in DENA less efficient. However, since the interest packets are both forwarded by FIB and AT as the hop count difference is in the range [0, ρ], the difference in degradation makes much impact.
Since the cache size is one of the most important metrics in NDN system evaluation, we evaluate the performance of DENA with three different settings of cache size that are 1%, 2% and 3% of the total bytes from all the content objects in the network system. The average latencies (millisecond) of the DENA system with the above settings are 16.1, 15.7 and 15.3 respectively. This result does not surpass our expectation since more cache size means more popular contents can be cached in the Content Stores of the routing nodes and interest packets can access desired contents in nodes that are located closer to the client nodes.
V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
This paper proposes a novel content discovery system called DENA, containing the deep exponential network based content announcement and cache exergy based cache replacement algorithms. The content discovery system applies the improved RBM-based model to select cached contents for announcement and provide the shortcut routes for interest packets with low communication overhead. At the same time, the cache exergy based replacement algorithm is proposed to assist the announcement algorithms to increase the cache hits ratio and utilization. In the experiment implemented in this paper, DENA can reduce the average latency, improve the cache utilization, and increase the network capacity with a low control traffic compared with other algorithms. The algorithms proposed only introduce an extra table lookup process compared to the conventional NDN, which can be neglected due to the BF compressed format of AT and parallel table lookup design. The network system model described in this paper only applies a relatively simple architecture for quick verification of the algorithm's feasibility. In a real network environment, the actual scalability cost and total energy cost need to be considered, which will form part of future research plans. 
